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OUTLINE



▶ Two main types of clinical trials:

• Patient randomized trial

• Cluster randomized trial (CRT)

▶ A patient randomized trial is always preferable

• Use cluster randomization only when no other choice
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INTRODUCTION



KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF CLUSTER RANDOMIZATION

▶ Cluster randomized vs. patient randomized trials:

• Always require larger sample sizes

• Have higher risks of bias

• More vulnerable to chance imbalances between arms

• More complicated to design and analyze 
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RATIONALE FOR CLUSTER RANDOMIZATION

▶ Intervention is a cluster-level intervention 

▶ Research question of interest pertains to cluster-level effects

▶ To avoid contamination
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Hemming K, Taljaard M, Moerbeek M, Forbes A. Contamination: How much can an individually randomized trial tolerate? 

Stat Med. 2021 Jun 30;40(14):3329-3351. 



RATIONALE FOR CLUSTER RANDOMIZATION

▶ Intervention is a cluster-level intervention 

▶ Research question of interest pertains to cluster-level effects

▶ To avoid contamination

▶ “To be more pragmatic” 
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London AJ, Taljaard M, Weijer C. Loopholes in the Research Ethics System? Informed Consent Waivers in Cluster 

Randomized Trials with Individual-Level Intervention. Ethics Hum Res. 2020 Nov;42(6):21-28.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF CRT DESIGNS
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SW-CRT

▶ CONSORT extension for SW-CRTs:

• Provide a clear rationale for cluster randomization

• Provide a clear rationale for the stepped wedge roll-out

Hemming K, Taljaard M, McKenzie J E, Hooper R, Copas A, Thompson J A et al. Reporting of stepped wedge cluster 

randomised trials: extension of the CONSORT 2010 statement with explanation and elaboration BMJ 2018; 363:k1614



TERMINOLOGY
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EXAMPLE
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EXAMPLE: SUMMARY

▶ Background: Major bleeding is a frequent complication of cardiac 

surgery. Point-of-care tests have faster turnaround times allowing for 

more rapid management of bleeding.

▶ Objective: Does a point-of-care blood test within the context of an 

integrated transfusion algorithm reduce red blood cell transfusions?

▶ Design: SW-CRT at 12 hospitals (7,402 surgeries) over 7 months

▶ Intervention: Transfusion algorithm incorporating point-of-care blood test

▶ Primary outcome: Red blood cell transfusion within 7 days

▶ Results: The intervention reduced rates of red blood cell transfusion 

(adjusted relative risk 0.91, 95% CI 0.85 to 0.98;  p=0.02)
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EXAMPLE: DESIGN
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▶ SW-CRTs have several characteristics that 

complicate their design and analysis

1. Confounding by time

2. Within-cluster contamination

3. Time-varying intervention effect

4. Complex intracluster correlations

FOUR KEY 
METHODOLOGICAL 
COMPLICATIONS
OF SW-CRTs



(1) CONFOUNDING BY TIME 

▶ Before-and-after study: intervention is completely confounded with time
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(1) CONFOUNDING BY TIME 

▶ Before-and-after study: intervention is completely confounded with time
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(1) CONFOUNDING BY TIME 

▶ SW-CRT includes a mixture of within and between-

cluster comparisons
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(1) CONFOUNDING BY TIME 

▶ SW-CRT includes a mixture of within and between-

cluster comparisons

▶ Intervention is partially confounded with time

▶ Requires a model-based analysis adjusting for time

23
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EXAMPLE
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Before adjusting for time: 

OR=0.92, 95% CI 0.86 to 0.97; p=0.0056

After adjusting for time:

OR=1.22, 95% CI 0.73 to 2.06; p=0.45



(2) WITHIN-CLUSTER CONTAMINATION

▶ Increased risk of within-cluster contamination 

▶ At patient-level

• Patients recruited in the control period but remain in cluster after cross-over

▶ At cluster-level

• Intervention implemented earlier than scheduled (they can’t wait)

• Intervention implemented later than scheduled (logistical challenges)

Copas AJ e.a. (2015) Designing a stepped wedge trial: three main designs, carry-over effects and randomisation approaches. 

Trials; 16:352
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At least one implementation challenge 

reported in 44% of 55 SW-CRTs 

published 2019-2020
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WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

Intervention 

never 

implemented

Intervention 

not 

implemented 

on time

Data 

collection 

incomplete

Fuller et al. The feedback Intervention 

Trial – Improving Hand Hygiene 

Compliance in UK Healthcare Workers. 

Plos One 2012;7(10):e41617
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Hand hygiene compliance intervention 

OR=1.06 (0.87 to 1.27), p=0.5

Hand hygiene compliance intervention 

OR=1.67 (1.26 to 2.22), p<0.001



(3) TIME-VARYING INTERVENTION EFFECT

▶ Standard analytical approach assumes intervention works immediately 

and keeps working

29

Kenny, A, Voldal, E, Xia, F, Heagerty, PJ, Hughes, JP. Analysis of stepped wedge cluster randomized trials in the presence of a time-

varying treatment effect. Statistics in Medicine. 2022; 41( 22): 4311– 4339. 



(3) TIME-VARYING INTERVENTION EFFECT

▶ True effect may vary with calendar time

• Seasonal variation, external events

30
Copas AJ e.a. (2015) Designing a stepped wedge trial: three main designs, carry-over effects and randomisation approaches. 

Trials; 16:352



(3) TIME-VARYING INTERVENTION EFFECT

▶ True effect may vary with calendar time

• Seasonal variation, external events

▶ True effect may vary with duration of exposure

• Increase with more experience

• Weaken over time

▶ An analysis which assumes a time-fixed intervention effect may be biased

31
Copas AJ e.a. (2015) Designing a stepped wedge trial: three main designs, carry-over effects and randomisation approaches. 

Trials; 16:352



BIAS IN ESTIMATED INTERVENTION EFFECT

32
Kenny A, Voldal E, Xia F, Heagerty PJ, Hughes JP. Analysis of stepped wedge cluster randomized trials in the presence of a time-

varying treatment effect. Statistics in Medicine. 2022; 41( 22): 4311– 4339



(4) COMPLEX CORRELATIONS 

▶ Intracluster correlations are complex!

• (1) Within clusters in the same period

• (2) Within clusters in different periods

▶ Design stage

• Correlation parameters usually unknown

▶ Analysis stage

• Can get different answers by specifying different types of correlation structures 

• Computational challenges

33



EXAMPLE

▶ Did not allow for correlation decay ▶ Assuming a constant ICC of 0.095 

(no decay)

• Need 12 hospitals, 7402 patients

▶ Allowing for a 20% correlation 

decay per month

• Need 24 hospitals, 14280 patients

34



1. “To improve rigour”

2. “To facilitate recruitment”

3. “To reduce the required sample size”

4. “To simplify logistics”

5. “To reduce bias”

35

METHODO-
LOGICAL
ARGUMENTS 
FOR SW-CRTs

(and why they may not 

work) 

• Hemming K, Taljaard M. Reflection on modern methods: when is a stepped-wedge cluster 

randomized trial a good study design choice? Int J Epidemiol. 2020 Jun 1;49(3):1043-1052. 

• Hooper R, Eldridge SM.  Cutting edge or blunt instrument: how to decide if a stepped wedge 

design is right for you. BMJ Quality & Safety 2021;30:245-250.



1. “To improve rigour”

2. “To facilitate recruitment”

3. “To reduce required sample size”

4. “To simplify logistics”

5. “To reduce bias”

7. “I have always wanted to try a stepped wedge”

8. “It will make my grant application more attractive 

to the funder”
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METHODO-
LOGICAL
ARGUMENTS 
FOR SW-CRTs

(and why they may not 

work) 

• Hemming K, Taljaard M. Reflection on modern methods: when is a stepped-wedge cluster 

randomized trial a good study design choice? Int J Epidemiol. 2020 Jun 1;49(3):1043-1052. 

• Hooper R, Eldridge SM.  Cutting edge or blunt instrument: how to decide if a stepped wedge 

design is right for you. BMJ Quality & Safety 2021;30:245-250.



1: TO IMPROVE RIGOUR

▶ YES

• Decision has been made by a 

stakeholder to implement a 

program / intervention

• SW-CRT design allows more 

rigorous evaluation than a before-

and-after design

▶ NO

• Will have to convince stakeholder of 

the importance of randomization

• Will have to reconcile need for 

adherence to allocated schedule 

with stakeholder preferences
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2: TO FACILITATE RECRUITMENT

▶ YES

• Easier to recruit clusters to the trial 

when all are guaranteed to receive 

something new

▶ NO

• Consider parallel arm design with 

control clusters offered intervention 

at the end of the trial

• In a SW-CRT, some clusters may 

have to wait even longer to receive 

the intervention

38https://steppedwedgehog.blog/
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Of N=46 SW-CRTs, 20% could not recruit their target 

number of clusters



3: TO REDUCE REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE

▶ YES

• The SW design usually requires 

fewer clusters than parallel arm 

design

▶ NO

• Sample size parameters reliable?

• Consider more efficient parallel arm 

(e.g., before-and-after) or cross-

over design

• A trial with very few clusters is 

probably not advisable

40

Median (Q1-Q3) number of clusters in 

160 SW-CRTs published 2016-2022 

was 11 (8-18)



RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE
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RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE
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RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE
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4: TO SIMPLIFY LOGISTICS

▶ YES

• Logistically challenging to 

implement intervention at many 

clusters at the same time

▶ NO

• SW design has many logistical 

challenges 

• Consider parallel arm design with 

staggered implementation
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RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE
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5: TO REDUCE BIAS

▶ YES

• It is partially true that each cluster 

serves as their own control

▶ NO

• Intervention is confounded with 

time by design

• SW-CRT brings many additional 

risks of bias

47



RETURNING TO THE EXAMPLE

48

Karkouti K, McCluskey SA, Callum J, Freedman J, Selby R, Timoumi T, Roy D, Rao V. Evaluation of a novel transfusion 

algorithm employing point-of-care coagulation assays in cardiac surgery: a retrospective cohort study with interrupted time-

series analysis. Anesthesiology. 2015 Mar;122(3):560-70.



IN SUMMARY

▶ Most methodological arguments in favour of the SW-CRT have good 

counter-arguments

▶ Recommend working with an experienced trial statistician to empirically 

examine implications of alternative designs 

▶ Choose the most scientifically robust design given the practical 

constraints of the study 
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Ethical 
justifications 
for SW-CRT

• David Magnus, PhD

• Thomas A Raffin Professor of Medicine 
and Biomedical Ethics and Professor of 
Pediatrics

• Director, Stanford Center for Biomedical 
Ethics

• Associate Dean of Research 



“the most common reason 
given for the use of the SW-
CRCT design was a desire for 
the intervention to be made 
available to all clusters by the 
end of the trial, on ethical or 
equity grounds (51/123, 
41.5%).”



Brief ethical 
history

• SW-CR Trials were often used to evaluate 
implementation or evaluate efficacy of an 
intervention being rolled out

• The ethical argument for SW-CR became a 
major focus of debate during the Ebola crisis 
roughly a decade ago 

• Still largely used in pragmatic trials, but 
echoes of ethics debate from Ebola remain



The ethical argument for SW-CR trials
Ebola context—ethical arguments against use of placebo in clinical trials—Caplan:



Clement Adebamowo, Oumou Baj-Sow, Fred Binka, et al, 
“Randomised controlled trials for Ebola: practical and 
ethical issues,” the Lancet, 384: 1423-4; 2014.

• “When conventional care means such a high probability of 
death, it is problematic to insist on randomising patients to it 
when the intervention arm holds out at least the possibility of 
benefit.”

• “Populations who are terrified by the progress of the 
epidemic, and who lack trust in health-care and aid workers, 
and in public authorities in the aftermath of civil wars, cannot 
be expected to offer informed consent to [placebo controlled]
randomized trials.”



“administration of placebo vaccine during a viral outbreak

with a case-fatality rate of greater than 70% has not been

done before, and raises serious ethical questions. An

alternative trial design is a stepped wedge, which would

compare rates of infection in vaccinated and unvaccinated

groups.”



In a stepped-wedge design trial, such as the Sierra 

Leone Trial to Introduce a vaccine against Ebola 

(STRIVE) trial of health-care workers in Sierra Leone,

the Ebola vaccine is sequentially rolled out to 

participants in clusters, such as clinics or hospitals, 

throughout several time periods. By the end of the 

study, all participants will have received the 

intervention. When the intervention is expected to 

confer a large benefit, a stepped-wedge design

mitigates the ethical dilemma of nontreatment, such 

as in the case of a parallel control group, or 

withdrawal of treatment as would occur in a standard

crossover study.

Jolanta Piszczek, Eric Partlow, “Stepped-Wedge Trial Design to Evaluate Ebola Treatments,” the Lancet Infect. Dis. 
15: 762-2; 2015. 



Arguments 
in favor of 
SW-CRT 

• Belief that intervention provides more 
benefit than harm

• Therefore, there is no equipoise for a trial 
against placebo or standard care that is 
known to be ineffective

• Therefore, no standard RCT can ethically be 
conducted

• In addition, SW-CRT makes it possible for all 
participants to get the intervention

• Finally, may be required when resource 
limitations make parallel implementation 
impossible 





Counter 
arguments

• In Ebola, no evidence that benefits outweighed the 
harms of proposed therapeutics and vaccines. 

• SW-CRT rarely used as a design for novel 
therapeutics or vaccines

• Confusion that all participants get the intervention 
in SW-CRT

• Each cluster may get intervention, but 
depending upon research design, individual 
participants may not get the intervention 
(depending on when they receive supportive 
treatment)

• Even if resources limited, logistics may make SW-
CRT in resource poor setting impractical





Arguments 
against 
ethical 
requirement 
for SW-CRT

• Arguments in favor often confuses 
individual belief in benefit of intervention 
with equipoise (which requires consensus in 
the field that the intervention is of benefit)

• If truly not in equipoise, delay in providing 
intervention no more justified than 
placebo—depending on strength of 
conviction of benefit, could undermine 
validation of trial at all

• True protection is clinical equipoise 
(properly understood) and it is neutral 
between SW-CRT and parallel research 
designs



• Evaluated 6 SW-CR public health trials in high, middle, 
and lower-income countries

• “the strongest arguments for a stepped wedge design 
are logistic and political rather than ethical.”

• Equipoise still ethically required

• Largely justified when simultaneous roll out not 
possible



• “We found that decisions to use SW-CRT design were 
justified by practical and epistemic reasons rather than 
ethical ones.”

• Evaluation of 5 SW-CRT pragmatic demonstration 
trials funded by the NIH Collaboratory 

• Concerns about feasibility of simultaneous roll out a 
major factor

• Hope that SW-CRT design could overcome cluster 
heterogeneity that would likely doom parallel CRT

• Desire to combine research with implementation (on 
assumption that intervention going to happen anyway

• This last reason arguably makes equipoise mistake



Conclusion
• The primary ethical arguments in favor of SW-

CRT fail to justify why such trials are necessary or 
superior to other designs

• Just as CRT’s sometimes seen as desirable for 
avoiding informed consent requirements, there 
is potential that this could be used as 
justification for SW-CRT (perhaps to a greater 
extent)

• Just as this is an inadequate rationale for parallel 
CRT, it is also inadequate for SW-CRT

• Even if regulatory requirements for waiver of 
consent are met in a SW-CRT, there may be 
obligations to be transparent and to disclose 
information to participants about the trial


